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ABOUT BRAXON
An exceptional leader in the field of commercial and residential carpet cleaning services. Braxon
Cleaning Services Inc. has been servicing its clients consistently and professionally for over 35 years. If
you are searching for a premium, dependable and thorough commercial carpet cleaning company, we
are the ones to call.
Braxon has grown to become a regional commercial organization servicing prestigious clients in
Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec city. When it comes to finding a commercial or residential
carpet cleaning company with extensive experience in the office and home environment, Braxon is the
name on which you can depend.
We work hard to build a relationship with every customer we service and are committed to your
particular requirements. We look out for your best interests and work hard to keep your needs in the
forefront of our cleaning services.
Our business strategy has lifted commercial carpet cleaning services out of the present scenario where
all carpet cleaners are the same. We are authorized by four carpet manufacturers to attend to warranty
issues and constantly work with them to develop cleaning strategies, which will help make your carpet
appearance levels become the most acceptable in the industry. With our custom cleaning system and
products made here in Québec, we excel where others fail.
The combination of premium service and dedication has transformed our humble beginnings to the
industry leader we are today.

1-888-725-8585
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WHAT ARE WE DOING TO HELP?
Braxon believes the care of our environment is very important for all of us!
So, what can we do in our industry to help care for the environment?
BRAXON saw the need to change the way carpets are cleaned for multiple reasons such as efficiency,
quality and most importantly, the environmental impact. This led to the development of the BRAXON
CLEANING SYSTEM for carpets.
Our system implements encapsulation technology which allows us to reduce the amount of water
used in cleaning, eliminate the dumping of dirty water in our sewers, prolongs the life of carpets,
and many other benefits. The regular carpet cleaning process that is still widely used is known as hot
water extraction or steam cleaning. To clean a 30,000 square foot office, extraction will require over
120 gallons of water. Products and water are injected into the carpet and recuperated with suction.
That recuperated water, which is full of dirt and harmful cleaning products, is dumped down the drain.
This is not good for our already over-worked sewage system.
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WHAT MAKES US
DIFFERENT?
Hot water extraction
cleans 250 sq. ft.
with one gallon of water.

VS
The Braxon cleaning system
cleans 1800 square feet
with one gallon of water.

=
The Braxon cleaning system uses
399% less water than extraction.
We use a fraction of the amount of water and put
nothing back into our sewage system. Now that is
something we are proud of!
Another area of concern is carpet waste.
Many companies, considering cost and overall
appearances, will wastefully replace their carpets
resulting in a large amount of carpets in our
garbage dumps. With the BRAXON CLEANING
SYSTEM, we help our clients maintain their
carpets well, thus prolonging the life span and
reducing the need for replacement.
1-888-725-8585
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INDUSTRY STANDARDS
This chart below will help you understand the frequencies of your carpet maintenance needs. Foot
traffic is not based on the amount of people you have employed, but more so, how many times someone
will walk on a carpet. For example, if you have a lot of employees walking from the office to the
warehouse multiple times a day, that will indicate that you have a lot more foot traffic than an office
where the employees are at their desks for most of the day.

The chart below shows the maintenance recommendations provided by carpet manufacturers.
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EVALUATING YOUR MAINTENANCE NEEDS
Appearance is something you should consider when establishing your
cleaning frequencies and maintenance because first impressions are the ones
that count!
Based on the chart on page 6, the first step in determining a proper carpet
maintenance schedule is understanding the traffic areas in your business
environment. Is it office space only? Do you have warehouses or multiple
buildings? Are you in the hospitability industry? Knowing this, you can begin
to work out where your high, medium, and low traffic areas. Consider the
number of employees/customers you have and where they frequent the
most. Consider entrances and any transition areas from hard floors to carpet
as they will soil faster than other areas.

As a side note, the
color of your carpet
can play a role in
maintenance, as
light colors will
show more spots
and spills, dark
colors show all
dust and lint, and
medium tone colors
tend to hide the
most dirt.

heavy

medium

light

1-888-725-8585
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
VACUUMING
The most important part of any carpet maintenance program
is to establish a regular vacuum program. Industry standards
suggest that that you should vacuum your carpets on a
weekly basis; however, we are learning over time that is not
enough. Carpets are very effective at hiding dirt and soil. By
vacuuming more often you can effectively remove dust, sand
and other debris which cause damage and premature wear
to the carpet fibers.
Carpets also act as air filters; they trap dirt and debris which
means regular vacuuming will help greatly with indoor air
quality. Consider how often hard floors need to be vacuumed,
swept and/or mopped. They need to be cleaned daily! The
same dirt goes into your carpets, they just do a better job of
holding on to it.
Choosing the right equipment is also a huge factor in proper
maintenance. The wrong vacuum will put more dust in the
air if it does not have the proper filtration. We, at BRAXON,
recommend the SEBO X8 vacuum, which is the machine
we use for carpet maintenance. This vacuum can handle
all your carpet needs. It has top filtration and sensors that
automatically adjust to the different types of carpets, which
allows for better airflow and gives you great results.
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SEBO x8
• Automatic sensors (vacuum will raise
up and down according to the pile of the
carpet) ensuring best possible result.
• Parts are easily taken apart and put
back together without tools, easy
replacing of filter and brushes. Very
handy for clogs!
• HEPA grade filter throughout,
including a hospital grade filtered
vacuum bag. Easy to change, helps for
putting less emissions (dust microns) in
the air.

THE BRAXON CLEANING SYSTEM

vacuum

roto/brush

vacuum again

Braxon takes a scientific approach when it comes to cleaning by using the right detergents and solutions
for the right carpets and type of soils accumulated. By doing this, we can clean more effectively and
efficiently. Encapsulation cleaning is the way of the future. Carpet manufacturers are recommending
this type of cleaning for the environmental impact as well as the superior cleaning ability.
The encapsulation process requires the carpet to be vacuumed followed by Braxon’s encapsulating
formulas D-TACH to be applied to the carpet by using a rotary brush with one of Braxon’s specially
designed brushes or a machine like “The Duplex”. (see page 14 for details.)
The process eliminates and captures the dirt by encapsulating the dirt with microscopic polymers that
are then vacuumed away. The key to cleaning is combining the right equipment with the right product
and having a properly trained operator. We at Braxon have researched and developed all the right
products, procedures and machines to get the job done right and in the most efficient manner.

1-888-725-8585
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE...
The images below have been taken with a digital microscope. These photos help illustrate
premature wear due to improper or non-existent maintenance.

1.

2.

This is a brand new carpet.

3.

SAME carpet as image 1
improper maintenance shows
dulled colors, broken fibers
and damage due to abrasion
from all the granular soils left
in the carpet.

Showing broken and
dulled fibers which is an
indication of premature
wear on your carpets.

On carpet cleaned with typical cleaning chemicals, dirt attaches to sticky residue and is not removed when
vacuumed. Dirt does not stick to crystalline residue left behindDirt
ondoes
carpet
cleaned
with
encapsulating
stick
to crystalline
residue
behind
on carpet
cleaned
Dirt does
notnot
stick
to crystalline
residue
leftleft
behind
on carpet
cleaned
withwith
encapsulating
cleaning
chemicals.
cleaning chemicals.
encapsulating
cleaning
chemicals.

DirtDirt
does
notnot
stick
to crystalline
residue
leftleft
behind
on carpet
cleaned
withwith
does
stick
to crystalline
residue
behind
on carpet
cleaned
encapsulating
cleaning
chemicals.
encapsulating
cleaning
chemicals.
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BRAXON SYSTEM BENEFITS
• Protect your original investment by helping the carpet
last longer while keeping optimal appearances.
• Quick drying and effective cleanings mean no down time
for your business
• Your clients and employees will appreciate a well-kept
office environment. It will boost employee productivity
and help encourage the client’s decision to engage your
services.
• It will improve indoor air quality
• Our system positively impacts the environment.
• Canadian made cleaning products that are made in Quebec!

1-888-725-8585
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PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENTS
Commercial carpets represent a sizable investment. Why would you not want to protect them?
To maximize the original appearance of your carpet over its expected lifecycle, it is crucial to include
an appropriate maintenance program. Not to mention that keeping your premises looking clean and
proper should be a priority. A clean workspace makes for a better work environment and leads to
higher productivity, which ultimately saves you money.
Following the chart below, you can see how a proper maintenance plan can save you thousands of
dollars by significantly reducing the need for costly replacements.
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PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
Winter mats or walk-off mats play a big role in preventing premature wear and over-soiling of your
carpets. Walk-off mats are successful in helping to do so; not just in the winter months, but all year
round if they remain in place. They help trap dirt and debris as people walk into the building; these
carpets are designed to hold and trap dirt a lot better than normal carpets. You can consider them your
first line of defense against the outside soils that come in the building through foot traffic.
Walk off mats must be maintained daily (vacuumed) to make sure they perform and are able to keep
doing their job of trapping soil.
Winter mats should be placed not only in entrances but also on any transition from hard floor to carpet.
This will help with dirt migration. Since different types of flooring hold and trap dirt differently, it is
important to protect your carpets from all entry points and transition areas.

1-888-725-8585
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BRAXON HAS SELECTED TWO TYPES OF
MACHINES THAT CAN BE PAIRED WITH OUR
SUPERIOR CLEANING FORMULA
Using these machines paired with our cleaning formulas will achieve fantastic results, leaving you
with a beautifully cleaned carpet that will be dry within the hour. We would recommend the duplex
for smaller square footage as the cleaning rates are different for both machines.

ROTO

DUPLEX
A user-friendly counter rotating dual
cylinder brush machine.

A 20-inch rotary machine with two-speeds to
control the rpms.

P.S. We developed a brush
that works in tandem with
20 inch rotary machines to
maximize efficiency! See
next page for details.
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OUR UNIQUE BRUSH
Braxon’s carpet brush took a few years
to develop from the materials, resins and
filaments. From the size of the holes to the
lengths and gauges of filaments, the list
goes on. We spent the time , innovation and
energy on coming up with the right brush
that, when paired with the right cleaning
solution, is unstoppable. It will always remain
very aggressive on dirt and gentle on the
fibers.
We proudly designed a unique brush for
rotary machines. This brush holds and
disperses solution evenly. The bristles are
designed to give the right amount of agitation
for an effective clean without damaging the
fibres. This took time and some advanced
engineering and we are proud to have to
achieved these amazing results.

CLEANING FORMULA

Professional Commercial & Residential

After

Before

CARPET, UPHOLSETRY AND RUG CLEANING
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